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What Foods Are On The 
Food Traceability List  

FSMA 204(d) Rule

Deeper Look  

New Era Of A Smarter 
Food Safety  

Agenda 



204 Rule – Enhanced Traceability For Certain Foods

The Food Traceability Rule 
requires persons who 
manufacture, process, pack, or 
hold foods on the Food 
Traceability List (FTL) to 
maintain and provide to their 
supply chain partners specific 
information – called Key Data 
Elements or KDEs – for certain 
Critical Tracking Events or 
CTEs in the food’s supply chain. 
This framework forms the 
foundation for effective and 
efficient tracing of food.



“Retail food establishment” includes:

(1) grocery stores, convenience 
stores, and vending machine 
locations; 

(2) and a “retail food establishment” 
also includes certain farm-
operated businesses selling 
food directly to consumers as 
their primary function.

Note;  Requirements Include Grocery & Restaurant  

The definition also specifies that the following are restaurants:   

(1) entities in which food is provided to humans, such as 
cafeterias, lunchrooms, cafes, bistros, fast food 
establishments, food stands, saloons, taverns, bars, lounges, 
catering facilities, hospital kitchens, day care kitchens, and 
nursing home kitchens; and 

(2)   pet shelters, kennels, and veterinary facilities in   
which food is provided to animals.



The 204d Rule; Enhanced Traceability 

 Tomatoes
 Tropical tree fruits
 Fruits and vegetables 

(fresh cut)
 Ready-to-eat deli salads
fresh/frozen
 Finfish 
 Crustaceans 
 Mollusks and bivalves

 To be updated every 5 years

 Cheeses, other than 
hard cheeses

 Shell eggs
 Nut butter
 Cucumbers (fresh)
 Herbs (fresh)
 Leafy greens
 Melons
 Peppers
 Sprouts



FSMA 204 Requirements (Produce) 
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FSMA 204 Requirements (Wild-Caught Tuna) 
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Traceability Lot Code Requirements 

Traceability lot code (TLC) means a descriptor, often alphanumeric, used to uniquely identify a traceability 
lot within the records of the firm that assigned the traceability lot code. 

You must assign a traceability lot code to a food on the Food Traceability List (FTL) when you do any of the 
following: initially pack a raw agricultural commodity (RAC) other than a food obtained from a fishing 
vessel; perform the first land-based receiving of a food obtained from a fishing vessel; or transform a 
food. 

If you receive an FTL food from an entity that is exempt from the final rule, you must assign a TLC if one 
has not already been assigned (unless you are a retail food establishment or restaurant). Otherwise, you 
must not establish a new TLC when you conduct other activities (e.g., shipping) for a food on the Food 
Traceability List.

Once a food has been assigned a TLC, the records required at each Critical Tracking Event (CTE) must 
include that TLC. All of the Key Data Elements (KDEs), including the TLC, must be linked to the relevant 
traceability lot.



Initial Packer / Processor  

 The commodity and, if applicable, variety of the food received; 

 The date you received the food; 

 The quantity and unit of measure of the food received (e.g., 75 bins, 200 pounds); 

 The location description for the farm where the food was harvested; 

 For produce, the name of the field or other growing area from which the food was harvested (which must 

correspond to the name used by the grower), or other information identifying the harvest location at least 

as precisely as the field or other growing area name; 

 For aquacultured food, the name of the container (e.g., pond, pool, tank, cage) from which the food was 

harvested (which must correspond to the container name used by the aquaculture farmer) or other 

information identifying the harvest location at least as precisely as the container name; 

Initial Packing means packing a raw agricultural commodity (RAC), other than a food obtained from a 
fishing vessel, for the first time.



Initial Packer / Processor cont…

 The business name and phone number for the harvester of the food; 

 Date of harvesting 

 The location description for where the food was cooled (if applicable); 

 The date of cooling (if applicable); 

 The traceability lot code you assigned; 

 The product description of the packed food; 
 The quantity and unit of measure of the packed food (e.g., 6 cases, 25 reusable plastic containers, 

100 tanks, 200 pounds); 
 The location description for where you initially packed the food (i.e., the traceability lot code source), 

and (if applicable) the traceability lot code source reference; 
 The date of initial packing; 



Shipping Requirements 

 The traceability lot code for the food; 
 The quantity and unit of measure of the food (e.g., 6 cases, 25 reusable plastic containers, 100 

tanks, 200 pounds); 
 The product description for the food; 
 The location description for the immediate subsequent recipient (other than a transporter) of the 

food; 
 The location description for the location from which you shipped the food; 

 The date you shipped the food; 
 The location description for the traceability lot code source, or the traceability lot code source 

reference;
 The reference document type and reference document number. 
You must provide (in electronic, paper, or other written form) the information of this section to the immediate subsequent 
recipient (other than a transporter) of each traceability lot that you ship. 

Shipping is an event in a food’s supply chain in which a food is arranged for transport (e.g., by 
truck or ship) from one location to another location.



Receiving Requirements 

For each traceability lot of a food on the Food Traceability List you receive, you must maintain records 
containing the following information and linking this information to the traceability lot: 

 The traceability lot code for the food; 
 The quantity and unit of measure of the food (e.g., 6 cases, 25 reusable plastic containers, 100 

tanks, 200 pounds);` 
 The product description for the food; 

 The location description for the immediate previous source (other than a transporter) for the food; 

 The location description for where the food was received; 

 The date you received the food; 
 The location description for the traceability lot code source, or the traceability lot code source 

reference; and 
 The reference document type and reference document number.

Receiving is an event in a food’s supply chain in which a food is received by someone other 
than a consumer after being transported (e.g., by truck or ship) from another location. 



Transformation 

Transformation is an event in a food’s supply chain that involves manufacturing/processing or changing 
a food (e.g., by commingling, repacking, or relabeling) or its packaging or packing, when the output is a 
food on the Food Traceability List (FTL).

Traceability Lot Code of the food produced through the transformation linked to: 

The new traceability lot code for the food; 
The location description for where you transformed the food (i.e., the traceability lot 

code source), and (if applicable) the traceability lot code source reference; 
The date transformation was completed; 

The product description for the food; 
The quantity and unit of measure of the food (e.g., 6 cases, 25 reusable plastic 

containers); and 
The reference document type and reference document number for the transformation



Traceability Plan 

Traceability Plan (§ 1.1315)
If you are subject to the requirements of the final rule, you must 
establish and maintain a traceability plan containing the following 
information:

 A description of the procedures you use to maintain the 
records you are required to keep under this rule, including 
the format and location of these records.

 A description of the procedures you use to identify foods on 
the Food Traceability List that you manufacture, process, 
pack, or hold;

 A description of how you assign traceability lot codes to 
foods on the Food Traceability List, if applicable;

 A statement identifying a point of contact for questions 
regarding your traceability plan and records; 

If you grow or raise a food on the FTL;

 The farm map must show the location 
and name of each field (or other 
growing area) in which you grow a 
food on the Food Traceability List, 
including geographic coordinates and 
any other information needed to 
identify the location of each field or 
growing area.

 For aquaculture farms, the farm map 
instead must show the location and 
name of each container (e.g., pond, 
pool, tank, cage) in which you raise 
seafood on the Food Traceability List, 
including geographic coordinates and 
any other information needed to 
identify the location of each 
container.



Important Timelines 

All records required under this rule, along with any 
information required to understand the records, must be 
made available to the FDA within 24 hours after a request.

Unless exempt from this requirement, an electronic sortable 
spreadsheet containing relevant traceability information 
must be provided to the FDA within 24 hours.

Records must be maintained for a period of 2 years.

Rule becomes enforceable January 2026



Exemptions;  Sortable Spreadsheet  

Small RFE & Restaurant 
$1M Per Year Sales 

3 Year Rolling Average

Small Farm
$250K Per Year Sales 
3 Year Rolling Average



Deep Look - Food Traceability List 
Vegetables other than leafy greens (fresh-cut)

Includes all types of fresh-cut vegetables other than leafy 
greens. Vegetables listed in § 112.2(a)(1) are exempt from 
the requirements of the rule under § 1.1305(e).

Food Code Exemptions: 112.2(a)(1)  Produce that is rarely consumed raw, 
specifically the produce on the following exhaustive list: Asparagus; beans, 
black beans, great Northern beans, kidney beans, lima beans, navy beans, 
pinto; beets, garden (roots and tops); beets, sugar; cashews; cherries, sour; 
chickpeas; cocoa beans; coffee beans; collards; corn, sweet; cranberries; 
dates; dill (seeds and weed); eggplants; figs; ginger; hazelnuts; horseradish; 
lentils; okra; peanuts; pecans; peppermint; potatoes; pumpkins; squash, 
winter; sweet potatoes; and water chestnuts.

US Department of 
Agriculture classifies 
mushrooms as vegetable

 Mushrooms are scientifically classified as 
fungi. Because they have no leaves, roots or 
seeds and don’t need light to grow, they are 
not a vegetable.



Retail / Restaurant Exemptions 

When a retail food establishment or restaurant purchases a food on the 
Food Traceability List from another retail food establishment or restaurant in 
accordance with paragraph (k)(1) of this section, the retail food 
establishment or restaurant that makes the purchase must maintain a record 
(e.g., a sales receipt) documenting the name of the product purchased, the 
date of purchase, and the name and address of the place of purchase.

When a retail food establishment or restaurant purchases a food directly from a farm in accordance with 
paragraph (j)(1) of this section, the retail food establishment or restaurant must maintain a record documenting 
the name and address of the farm that was the source of the food. The retail food establishment or restaurant 
must maintain such a record for 180 days.

Purchased / Store to Store Transfer 

Purchased Directly From A Farm 



Distributors To Retail & Restaurants 

(Comment 342) Many comments assert that the proposed rule would impose a case-level tracking requirement 
throughout the supply chain, in violation of section 204(d)(1)(L)(iii) of FSMA, because it would require distributors to 
maintain and send shipping KDEs linked to the specific traceability lot codes of the products in each shipment. The 
comments maintain that distributors receive shipments with multiple lot codes from their suppliers that would have to be 
tracked as they fulfill orders for their customers, especially in situations where a mixed pallet is being shipped or smaller 
quantities of products are being sold; the comments claim that tracking to the case level would be the only way to know 
the traceability lot code for each case sent to a customer. 

(Response 342) We disagree with the comments that the rule requires case-level tracking… This can lead to situations 
where a single incoming traceability lot gets broken up and shipped to multiple destinations, or to multiple traceability 
lots being combined into a single pallet or a single shipment. Subpart S does not require case-level tracking in such 
situations, and we think the final rule provides adequate flexibility for firms to decide how to manage these situations, 
depending on their individual practices.

Conversely, if an entity such as a distribution center receives several small traceability lots of the same product, and 
therefore needs to combine multiple lots into a single shipment, the records for that shipping event would need to be 
specific to each traceability lot; however, this too does not constitute case-level tracking, because records would not 
need to be kept to uniquely identify each individual case.



Distributor Transformation Event 

(Comment 307) One comment asks whether transformation 
KDEs are required following the breaking of a master case of 
product into smaller units, which the comment maintains is a 
common practice during foodservice distribution. 

(Response 307) We understand that the breaking of a master case into smaller units is a common practice during 
food distribution. The breaking of a master case during foodservice distribution does not necessarily constitute 
transformation. If, as part of the breaking of the master case, the product is repacked or repackaged, then this 
would constitute transformation, as described in Response 305. However, if a distributor or other entity is 
simply breaking a master case (e.g., a pallet containing 20 individual cases) into separate shipments (e.g., 4 
shipments of 5 cases each), this would not constitute transformation…  If the pallet contained cases associated 
with different traceability lot codes, the shipping records would use those traceability lot codes to indicate which 
traceability lots were shipped to which location. 



Intracompany Shipments 

(Comment 243) Some comments suggest that intracompany shipments 
should be exempt from the rule, maintaining that keeping records of such 
shipments is not necessary to protect public health and would create a 
significant burden. Some comments suggest that FDA revise the definitions 
of “shipping” and “receiving” to expressly exclude shipments between 
shippers and receivers that are under the ownership or operational control 
of a single company. 

(Response 243) We decline to exempt intracompany shipments from the subpart S requirements. We conclude 
that effective traceability requires that records be kept when a product changes physical location, regardless of 
whether the shipper and receiver are under the ownership or operational control of the same company as in 
intracompany shipment (as the comments have described that term). 

… we have revised the definition of “shipping” to specify that it includes sending an intracompany shipment of 
food from one location at a particular street address of a firm to another location at a different street address of 
the firm; we have added a similar clarification to the definition of “receiving.”



Cross-Docking 

(Comment 244) Some comments suggest that we provide an exemption 
for crossdocking activities and describe cross-docking as when a pallet 
of food products is sent from a firm through a distribution center or 
cross-docker and then sent on to the next point in the supply chain. 

(Response 244) We do not think it is necessary to exempt cross-docking activities from the subpart S 
requirements…  

Thus, in a cross-docking situation where food is arranged for transport from point A to point B, but it is briefly placed 
on a loading dock at point X in order to be transferred from one truck to another truck, we would not consider the 
food to have been shipped to point X. Thus, no records would need to be kept regarding point X; 

…To determine whether the food was received at point X (and then subsequently shipped to point B), we would 
consider factors such as how long the food was held at point X, whether it was held there under temperature-
controlled conditions that differ from transportation conditions, and whether it was taken into inventory at point X. 



Distributor – Exempt Farm  

(Comment 171) One comment questions how downstream users will be able to identify exempt product and 
asks whether an exemption form will be provided to the distributor. The comment questions whether food from 
an exempt farm is exempt throughout the supply chain. 

(Response 171) Farms that qualify for the exemption in § 1.1305(a)(1), (a)(2), or (a)(3) are fully exempt and do 
not have to keep any records to comply with the rule. However, foods on the FTL produced by exempt farms 
are not exempt throughout the supply chain, nor are distributors who receive food from exempt farms. 

Section 1.1330(c) sets forth the records that persons must keep if they initially pack a food received from an 
exempt farm. Similarly, § 1.1345(b) sets forth the records a person must keep if they receive food from an exempt 
entity. …

We anticipate that supply chain partners will be able to communicate about whether or not they are exempt, and 
we are not placing any requirements on exempt entities regarding the nature of such communications. 



What Records To Create From Exempt Farms

204 Rule § 1.1345(b) 

For each traceability lot of a food on the Food Traceability List you receive from a person to whom this subpart 
does not apply, you must maintain records containing the following information and linking this information to the 
traceability lot: 

 The traceability lot code for the food, which you must assign if one has not already been assigned (except 
that this paragraph does not apply if you are a retail food establishment or restaurant); 

 The quantity and unit of measure of the food (e.g., 6 cases, 25 reusable plastic containers, 100 tanks, 200 
pounds); 

 The product description for the food; 
 The location description for the immediate previous source (other than a transporter) for the food; 
 The location description for where the food was received (i.e., the traceability lot code source), and (if 

applicable) the traceability lot code source reference; 
 The date you received the food; and 
 The reference document type and reference document number



FSMA 204 Future 

(Comment 100) Some comments suggest that the 
proposed traceability recordkeeping requirements 
be applied to all foods, not just foods on the FTL. 

(Response 100) The subpart S requirements set forth in the final rule apply only to persons who manufacture, 
process, pack, or hold foods on the FTL; the rule does not apply to non-FTL foods.

…However, as stated in the preamble to the proposed rule, we believe that applying to all foods the approach to 
recordkeeping required under subpart S for FTL foods would benefit both industry and American consumers by 
facilitating faster traceback and identification of contaminated food, thereby limiting the adverse impact of an 
outbreak on consumers and affected sectors of the food industry.



FSMA & New Era of a Smarter Food Safety

Four Core 
Elements

Frank Yiannas
Deputy Commissioner for Food 

Policy and Response



https://www.fda.gov/food/new-era-smarter-food-
safety/new-era-smarter-food-safety-techtalk-podcast

I am Frank Yiannas, Deputy Commissioner 
for Food Policy and Response. Today's topic, 
tech-enabled traceability, has been a 
mission for me over the course of 30 years 
working to advance food safety in both the 
private sector and now at FDA.

What are my takeaways because there are 
so many? So let me summarize and tell you 
four things that I heard real clearly. No. 1 is 
Tech-enabled traceability is an idea whose 
time has come. From the conversation today 
you’ve convinced me it’s inevitable. 

And Number 2,… I was envisioning that we 
will see the day when it looks like something 
equivalent to FedEx tracking of food. 

And the last one I heard right here at the 
close is another good one which is better 
tech enabled food traceability can’t wait. 

New Era of Smarter 
Food Safety TechTalk

Podcast 

Did You Know
FDA Has A Podcast? 

https://www.fda.gov/food/new-era-smarter-food-safety/new-era-smarter-food-safety-techtalk-podcast


Tech Enable Food Supply Chain

Digitization
Digitize Your Products
Digitize Your Business

PLM TrustLink™ is a turn-key, cloud IoT management platform for automated, 
touchless, supply chain ecosystems that provides real-time, condition-monitored, 

track & trace capabilities and analytics for your sensitive products.



Three Simple Principles 
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Tech Enabled Supply Chain 

1. DC:  Digitize Case

2. DSP: Digitize Shipping Pallet

3. DTL: Digitize Trailer Load

4. DTE: Digitize Trailer Exit

5. DTA: Digitize Trailer Arrival

6. DR: Digitize Receipt

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Digital Events Legend Operations Depiction

Restaurant

DistributorProcessor



BUSINESS Opportunities

REDUCE COST INCREASE SALESREDUCE RISK

• Order Fulfillment 
Errors

• Inaccurate Inventory

• Excursions

• Labor

• Quality Discounts

• Promotions

• Stock Outs

• Origin & Authenticity

• Non-Compliance

• Recalls / Holds

• Claims / Disputes

• Product Liability

QUALITY  |  SAFETY  |  WASTE  |  SHRINK | INEFFICIENCIES

ENHANCE BRAND 

• Quality

• Sustainability

• Nutritional Labeling

• Consumer Activist 
Shoppers



TRANSPARENCY.
TRACEABILITY.

TRUST.
V I S I B I L I T Y   |   T R A C E A B I L I T Y   |   E X C U R S I O N S   |   A U T H E N T I C I T Y   |   R E C A L L S   |   C O M P L I A N C E

O F  C O L D  C H A I NT H EQuestions 
Ways to connect:

Email: ddurm@plmfleet.com
Twitter: dondurm_speaks
LinkedIn:  Don-Durm
Mobile: 407-252-6036







6 | life stage review
10 | occasions
18 | archetypes
25 | dinner evolution
57 | e-commerce
81 | food on the go
106 | travel & leisure
133 | appendix

Big Report fielded in September 2022 
1500 consumers

428 operators

OPERATOR CONSUMER
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